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Bitstarz legit casino alternatives exist! ORDB prepared a rating of the best online casino sites like

Bitstarz, with fair reviews and player bonuses information.

Introduction �

BitStarz is rightfully in the ultimate list of the best crypto casinos owned by Dama N.V. – a large

gambling brand running dozens of gambling platforms for the US, Brazil, and other countries.

Here is a brief Bitstarz review:

Bitstarz has been around since 2014 and is a popular choice among crypto gamblers. It accepts

top popular cryptocurrencies, lucrative bonuses, and top-notch customer service payments.

Licensed by Curacao, it's a fully legit website. And according to various Bitstarz Casino reviews, it's

a reliable place with quick payouts, many stunning games, and fair experience. Are the other

gambling sites as good as Bitstarz?

 ORDB analyzed more than 100 casinos to create the rating of the top 100 BitStarz alternatives. The

research included surveys among experienced gamblers, experts' experience, and insider

information. This review is unbiased and fair.

Besides the research, ORDB also runs a Private Club – with exclusive promo codes and bonuses

for crypto casinos worldwide. Just subscribe to the newsletters of ORDB Private Club, and receive

emails with the best casino offers, private tournaments, and exclusive giveaways.

�.  Stake – 10% Rakeback Using Code' GET10BACKBONUS' 

�.  CloudBet – Bonus: 100% Welcome Bonus Up to 5 BTC

�.  7BitCasino – Welcome Bonus: 100% Bonus + 100 FREE SPINS

�.  mBit – Welcome Bonus: Up to 5 BTC + 300 FREE SPINS

�.  BC.GAME – Up to 180% Bonus with a promo code "bonusordb" 

�.  JooCasino – Welcome Bonus 1000 USD + 100 Free Spins 
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�.  Bitcasino.io – Up to 10,000 USDT cashback + 350 Free Spins 

�.  Mirax Casino – 325% and 150 free spins welcome package 

�.  Bets.io – Daily CashBack Up to 20%

��.  Las Atlantis – 280% up to $14000 

10 Best Sites Like BitStarz �

1. Stake.com – The #1 Bitstarz Legit Alternative �

Stake.com is one of the most popular and trusted casinos like Bitstarz. Launched by the same

gambling brand, it looks almost the same.

Features

Stake.com has an extensive library, with collections from leading providers like Microgaming,

NetEnt, Play'N Go, PlaySon, Booming Games, BGaming, and more. The collection is regularly

updated, so you are sure to find all the new releases under the dedicated tab.

 I HIT A 1000X MAX WIN ON PLINKO! (STAKE) 

Under separate tabs, you will find Stake.com exclusives: the titles you won't come across at the

other websites. To name just a few, they are Sweet Fiesta, 888 Gold, Disco Lady, Bison Spirit, and

more – all by Pragmatic Play. Besides, there are in-house games created by Stake.

Stake is a good choice for crypto gamblers and those who prefer traditional credit cards and e-

wallets. Although it doesn't have an app, its mobile version is user-friendly enough for the on-the-

go experience.

Also, Stake is versatile regarding crypto deposits, but it has many things optimized for DOGE

gamblers. No wonder ORDB considers it the #1 gambling site for DOGE games!

 Best Dogecoin Casinos In 2022 – Your Ultimate Guide to Dogecoin Gambling 

Besides casino gaming options, Stake.com is also one of the top crypto betting sites, with a major

focus on eSports and US leagues.

Best Games

The library includes all sorts of activities: classical slots, progressive jackpots, table games, and

scratch cards.

 XQC GETS BIG BAMBOO FULL SCREEN WILDS MAX WIN!? (Insane!) 

Here are some of the top popular titles:
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Stake Originals: Plinko, Dice, Limbo, Blackjack

Feature Buy-In: Sweet Bonanza, Sweet Fiesta, Tome of Life, Big Bass Splash

Live Blackjack by Evolution

Bonus

Stake offers a 10% Rakeback with the Bonus Code' GET10BACKBONUS'.

Besides, there are regular seasonal promotions. For example, a World Cup promo offered to play

the Hacksaw slot and participate in the $50,000 giveaway.

2. CloudBet – Best for High Rollers �

Features

Although CloudBet crypto casino doesn't look much different from Bitstarz and other group

casinos, it has some special features.

First, CloudBet doesn't have any maximum withdrawal amount – so it's a real gem for high rollers.

This website is overall good for those who are ready to spend and win much: there is even a

special tab called 'High Roller.' There you will find slots with the highest RTPs no smaller than 96%:

Marching Legions, Book of Diamonds, Volatile Vikings, and more.

Another great thing is the special game collections. For example, you can choose Provably Fair

titles, Jackpots, and Feature games.

Cloudbet also offers sports betting markets, including virtual sports. Speaking about payments, it

accepts Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, as well as Visa and Mastercard cards.

Best Games

It's hard to define the top titles, and there are always new releases. So, here are the most popular

names among the players:

Blackjack by Ezugi Live

High Streak Blackjack by Switch Studios

First-Person Live Baccarat by Evolution Gaming

Mega Moolah in various editions – the famous progressive jackpot by Microgaming

CloubBet is great at live dealer experience: it offers all kinds of live games, including Game Shows.

In addition, it is the #1 website for crypto betting; hence, Cloudbet is a versatile gaming site.
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Bonus

 100% Welcome Bonus Up to 5 BTC 

3. 7BitCasino – Best for Promotions �

Founded in 2014, 7Bit Casino has established itself as a reliable gambling spot. It holds a Curacao

license and is available worldwide, except in the UK, US, Spain, and other countries.

Features

7Bit Casino accepts top popular cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, Litecoin, Doge, and USDT.

However, you don't need to hold a special crypto wallet: you can pay with USD and EUR and

convert currencies right within the 7Bit platform.

7Bit offers 24/7 customer support with super-friendly and helpful agents and has a huge library will

all possible gaming providers.

Best Games

The main perk of 7Bit casino is the special section of BTC games, especially if we focus on Bitcoin

slot machines. Here are the best of them:

Elvis Frog True Ways

Buffalo Trail

Big Wild Buffalo

Deepsea Riches

Master of Gold

Dynamite Miner

Wolf Spins 243

And also many great Bitcoin jackpot slots!

Bonus

 Welcome Bonus: 100% Bonus + 100 FREE SPINS

4. mBit – Best for Quick Withdrawals �
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Another big player in the ethereum gambling sites market, mBit, has a great reputation, a

convenient layout, and a large gaming library.

Features

mBit is a casino fully aimed at crypto players: no fiat currencies are accepted. Instead, you can use

seven crypto coins:

Bitcoin

Ethereum

Litecoin

Tether

Dogecoin

Ripple

Bitcoin Cash

And the great advantage of this place is the quick withdrawals: the quickest in the industry, not

exceeding 10 minutes or so.

However, the best perk of this spot is the huge gaming portfolio, with more than 2,000 games. The

library includes slots, jackpots, scratch cards, bingo, table games, video poker, and live dealer

tables.

Moreover, you will always find something new: don't forget to check the New Games tab.

Best Games

At the moment, the top trending titles at the mBit are the following:

The Wild Wings of Phoenix

88 Frenzy Fortune

Hell Hot

Lord of the Seas

Bonus

 Welcome Bonus: Up to 5BTC + 300 FREE SPINS
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5. BC.GAME – Best for Exclusive Games �

BC Game is a fully-fledged gambling platform: with both casino games and sports betting

markets.

Features

BC.Game is not just a casino: it's also a big gambling community, with live chat for players right on

the main page and a forum for customers. It has an informational blog with various tips and

insights – and of course, a big choice of games from famous providers.

Don't forget to check out BC.Game originals – specially-created in-house titles not available

anywhere else.

It offers quick payments with fiat and cryptocurrencies and various promos and bonuses for new

and existing customers.

Best Games

Here are the most exciting and possible profitable games of BC.Game:

Limbo by BC Originals

The Wild Chase by Quick Spin

Dynamite Riches Megaways by Red Tiger

Egyptian Adventure by BC Originals

Wanted Dead Or A Wild by Hacksaw

 This NEW SLOT is Crazy! (Wanted: Dead or A Wild) 

Bonus

 Up to 180% Bonus with a promo code "bonusordb" 

6. JooCasino – Best for Games Choice �

Joo Casino is about games, sports betting, and eSports – and plenty of bonuses for crypto

customers!

Features

JooCasino is the biggest casino in this ranking: with more than 5,000 titles from more than 50

providers, it beats the records. Some small local brands are mixed with the biggest industry names
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like BTG, Elk, Thunderkick, Playn'Go, Relax Gaming, Push, Netent, and more.

It's a great spot for a live dealer experience: all the best live gaming developers, such as Evo

Gaming, Ezugi, and Pragmatic Play, are here, looking for players of all levels.

Best Games

Here are the most popular games among Joo Casino customers:

Sweet Bonanza

Anaki Skywalkers

Book of Dead and other Book series

Lucky Lady Chance

Magic Spins

Power Up Roulette

Sizzling Eggs

 THE MOST INSANE SWEET BONANZA VIDEO EVER 

Bonus

 Welcome Bonus 1000 USD + 100 Free Spins 

7. BitCasino.Io – Best for Themed Games �

Features

BitCasino lets you quickly purchase crypto using your credit or debit card and start your safe and

legal experience. The gaming selection includes classical activities like traditional fruit slots,

progressive jackpots, and live games.

There are also nice themed-games collections: High Roller, Bonus Buy-In, and Exclusives.

Best Games

Let's name the titles with the highest RTP:

Cash of Command

Gem Rush
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Mystery Mission To The Moon

Jamming Jars

Infinity Hero

And don't miss the live dealer offers: the impressive collection.

Bonus

 Up to 10,000 USDT cashback + 350 Free Spins 

8. Mirax Casino – Best for VIP service �

Features

Mirax Casino has plenty of special slots like Bonus Buy, Daily Drops, Bonus Wagering, or Instant

Win. All these and other categories are available on the main page; switch between the tabs!

Besides, Mirax offers its crypto exchange, which makes the gaming experience much quicker,

easier, and more profitable. You can also join a VIP program with loyalty points and participate in

various promotions.

Best Games

Here is the Mirax Casino players' choice:

Wild Cash x9990

Bonanza Billion

Buffalo Trail

Mega Greatest Catch

Santa's Bag

Frozen Mirror

Loot the Train

Merry Scary Christmas

Bonus

 325% and 150 free spins welcome package 
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A tip: if you subscribe to Mirax push notifications, you will receive more exclusive bonuses!

9. Bets.io – Best for Casino Tournaments �

Bets.io is one of the newest casinos in this ranking: it opened only in 2021. However, it has already

become a fav place of thousands of gamblers worldwide.

Features

Bets.io is enormous! With more than 3k games, there's hardly a player who won't find anything for

their taste. And another great thing, there are almost no GEO restrictions. For example, it's not legit

in the USA, but most of the world can join.

The place welcomes high-rollers and casual gamblers: it's clear by the withdrawal and deposit

limits. While you can withdraw up to USDT 40,000 (or currency equivalent ), the minimum

withdrawal is only BTC 0.0001.

However, mind the currencies you use: some slots don't accept all the crypto coins.

Besides traditional RNG and live options, Bets.io offers plenty of seasonal giveaways and local

tournaments. For example, at the moment of creating this review, there are the following options

available:

Winter Giveaway lasting for the whole of December: €100,000

Frozen Throne Slot Tournament with a 5,000 FS prize pool

Christmas Tournament with 3,000 USDT prize pool by OnlyPlay

Best Games

Here is the unbiased player choice: the most played games overall.

Buffalo Trail

Cleo's Gold

Cleo's Secrets

Plinko

Deadwood

Gates of Olympus

Fortune Three
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Sweet Bonanza

Sugar Rush

Bonus

 Daily CashBack Up to 20%

10. Las Atlantis – Best for Real-Time Gaming Fans �

Las Atlantis is a relatively new site founded in 2020. It immediately catches the attention with a

trendy neon design – but what's inside?

Features

Las Atlantis is pretty small as it is a single-provider casino. It has only about 200 titles, including live

dealer games, all from Real-Time Gaming. The library, of course, seems a bit dull compared to the

enormous Bitstarz.

However, it's a great option for RTG and crypto fans as it accepts all sorts of altcoins, with instant

deposits of up to 15 minutes.

The main advantages include the following:

Downloadable software.

A convenient layout adapted for mobile browsers.

Demo versions for most titles.

However, despite a great reputation, the casino gets many negative reviews about withdrawals.

Sometimes, a payout might take up to a week, which is a no-go for a modern crypto casino.

Best Games

If you know Real-Time Gaming portfolio, you've heard of them:

Aztec's Millions

Asgard

Achilles Deluxe

5 Wishes

Bonus
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 280% up to $14000 

How to Choose the Best BitStarz Casino Alternative? �

Our list doesn't cover even half of the casinos run by Dama N.V. So, you may want to choose

some Bitstarz sister casino that is not in the ranking – or maybe something from another brand at

all.

But how to make sure the casino you picked is a reliable place? Here is a brief checklist you can

use to check any online gambling platform you come across.

Gambling license. A legal casino always has one, and it's your guarantee of a fair

gaming experience. For example, you want to check: Is Bitstarz legit? Go to their

About Us page and find the information in the footer:

Payment methods. Most Bitstarz casino reviews have one thing in common: people

appreciate crypto payment options and quick withdrawals. So, when choosing a

Bitstarz alternative, check the deposit and payout methods beforehand.

Games library. There are single-provider platforms and casinos offering titles from

dozens of brands. Before you sign up, make sure all your fav slots are in stock.

Reviews. Take your time to surf independent review platforms like TrustPilot or

AskGamblers. A good sign is when casino managers reply to even negative reviews

and try to solve issues publicly. Besides, you can check expert bitcoin casinos sites'

reviews and ratings.

Conclusion �

With the guidelines above and with the help of this ORDB ranking, you will definitely find your best

spot in the immense number of online crypto casinos. Make sure you gamble for fun, though, and

play responsibly.

FAQ �

Is Bitstarz legal in the US?

No, it's not legal in the US, and US citizens can't access the Bitstarz website.

Does Bitstarz have a gambling license?

Yes, the casino has a Curacao Gaming License; it's valid and active.

Is it safe to gamble with crypto?
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Yes, if you play at a licensed, trusted platform, are officially registered by official gambling

committees, and work with reputable gaming brands.

DISCLAIMER ⚠ 

The casino sites listed on our site may not be available or restricted in your region. Make sure your

local legislation doesn't prohibit online gambling.

All gambling activities and educational information is intended for people over 18 years old.

If you/someone you know suffers from a gambling problem, don't hesitate to seek help from the

anonymous professional organizations:

National Problem Gambling Hotline: 1-800-522-4700

 http://www.gamblersanonymous.org/ 

 http://www.ncpgambling.org/ 

 http://www.gamblingtherapy.org/  
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